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As collegiate sports teams take advantage of the highly involved nature of their fans, the use of social media 
provides opportunities to gain maximum leverage in strengthening and building long-term relationships. The 
development of a strategic social media content plan is important for sport organizations to maximize engagement 
and relationship building with fans (Achen, Horsmann, & Ketzler, 2018). All content creation teams are constrained 
by resources, making it critical for digital media managers to know which types of content will maximize 
engagement to efficiently leverage their available resources.  
 
Our research team was hired by a Big Ten university to help them determine what type of content is worth their 
investment of time and resources to create. After conducting a needs analysis with key stakeholders on their digital 
communications team, we determined content analysis of videos and photos posted on social platforms help answer 
the questions:  

• What types of videos drive views and engagement overall and for each social platform?  
• What photos drive views and engagement on Instagram? 

 
As a result, this study examined the social media videos and Instagram photos posted by all 14 Big Ten Conference 
member institutions to assess the engagement by fans in an effort to assist digital media managers in devising 
strategies for digital content creation and publication. The research team analyzed every video posted on Facebook, 
Twitter, and Instagram from all 14 Big Ten men’s basketball and Football programs in September 2017 
(representative in-season month for football and off-season month for basketball), November 2017 (representative 
crossover month for football and basketball), and February 2018 (representative in-season month for basketball and 
off-season month for football). Men’s basketball and football were chosen by the client due to the high level of fan 
engagement and interest in those two sports.  
 
A total of 3,748 unique videos were analyzed recording over 112 million views. GIFs, archived “live” videos, and 
stories on Facebook and Instagram were not included in the analysis. On Instagram, photos were analyzed from all 
Big Ten Men’s Basketball and Football in the same months. A total of 3,015 Instagram photos were analyzed 
recording over 11 million likes. The coding protocol included the following variables: 

• Length (in seconds) 
• Engagement (likes, retweets, shares, comments.) 
• Views 
• Production  (produced, organic) 
• Origination (internal, external) 
• Paid (paid, unpaid) 
• Humanization (yes, no) 
• Sponsorship activation (yes, no) 
• Graphic or Video-based 
• Video and Photo type (Behind the scenes, Sounds of the game, Insider information, Pre-game hype, In-

game, Post-game, Off-season Highlights, Congratulatory note, History, Player/Coach bios, Personal 
message, Pre-season hype, Community, and Professional Players) 

 
Five coders completed a training session to learn how to use the protocol. Coders independently coded videos from 
Indiana University Men’s Basketball and Football teams to test intercoder reliability. Intercoder reliability is the 
extent to which two or more coders agree on the coding of content. Any value over 0.7 is acceptable and above 0.8 
shows excellent reliability.  
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All variables had a score above 0.7, showing good reliability. 
 
Using Tableau to visualize the data, for Big Ten athletic departments we found:  

• Given the reach and performance returns of the three platforms, Big Ten teams demonstrate an 
overreliance on Twitter and should transition or add video content to Instagram.  Facebook performed as 
expected with the largest average views given the fact it has twice as many users as Instagram.  

• Player/Coach Bios and Sounds of the Game performed above the mean on views and engagement on all 
three platforms, while Pre-Game, In-Game Updates, and Personal Message to Fans performed below the 
mean on views and engagement on all three platforms.  

• Externally-produced content is viewed more often while Internally-produced content, except for Behind the 
Scenes and Sounds of the Game. Internal content had more engagement for all video types. 

• Organic content, which is native to the moment and unscripted or unedited, performed significantly better 
than produced content for Personal Message to Fans and Post-Game videos. The largest number of organic 
videos produced were for Behind the Scenes videos.  

• The highest performing sponsor activation videos were Behind the Scenes and Post-Game.  
• Almost every video type does better on engagement and views when it contains a video rather than a 

motion graphic. The only exception is Pre-Game does better on engagement when it’s a motion graphic. 
• The optimal video length for Facebook is 3-4 minutes, Twitter 91-120 seconds, and Instagram 20 seconds. 
• Instagram photos outperformed motion animated graphics and videos on Instagram engagement, but the 

number of video views that accumulate with motion animated graphics and videos makes the reach of these 
greater than photos alone.  

• Instagram photos showcasing Post-Game reaction, Players in the Professional Leagues, Congratulatory 
Notes, and Historic Moments stood out as the most liked types of photos. 

 
The results of this study benefit digital media managers in the creation of digital media strategy by demonstrating 
which videos drive engagement and views across social channels and which photos are the most popular among 
followers on Instagram. It also provides actionable recommendations on which platform to posts different types of 
videos. Conference attendees will be able to access and interact with the data on our public Tableau site in addition 
to viewing the results on the poster.  
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